The Design and Implementation of User-defined Multi-table Query Algorithm
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Abstract. Nowadays customers demand the query more and more flexible, they hope it is not restricted to the fixed query conditions, but through user’s definition to configure query conditions for completing query operation. In a word, the query operation must be flexible enough. Base on this demand, we proposed user-defined multi-table query algorithm, and combined with data dictionary and DWR technology to achieve a practical financial network project. Since the success of the project on-line, we verified the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the informatization trend of Chinese enterprises was in the ascendant. Enterprises have established their own information management system, built their own web server. And each database of the enterprise also has stored a lot of information. In these information systems, it inevitably involved data query and display as needed in each module. In the current query mode, generally multi-field fixed query in a table is very common, or there is a lot of input boxes with options in the front page. The back database query is also related to the interconnected multi-table query\cite{1}, but the condition of choices is still relatively fixed, the output display is also fixed, so users often complain that the query is not flexible enough. Users often need to define their own query conditions according to their need, and also the output display items can freely adjust the display order. In this paper, combined with the financial management information system, using user-defined query module as an example, focusing on the user-defined query design in front page for the interconnected multi-table of WEB management information system, we put forward our own solution.

2 The description of user-defined query algorithm

In the user-defined query, the difficult is to determine the arithmetic objects and arithmetic operators that users need to define, inside the operand is the field name or serial number, operators mainly contain logical and comparison operators. Users require complicated filtering conditions in order to meet business need, however, the condition will continue to change because of specific business or different situations, so how to find solutions in constant changes, this is the problem to be solved in the user-defined algorithm.

Suppose you want to do the conditional query for any relation table \( R \) in the information system database, it can be described by the following formula:

\[
\sigma_{\ F\ } (R) \equiv \{ t \mid t \in R \land F(t) = true \} \tag{1}
\]

In it \( \sigma \) is the choice operator, \( F \) is the user-defined query conditional expression, \( t \) is the tuple in relation table \( R \), \( \sigma_{F}(R) \) represents the real tuple to meet the formula \( F \) selected from the relation table \( R \), they constitute a new relation table.

Conditional expression \( F \) of user-defined query usually consists of two parts, that is arithmetic symbols and operands, and their values in the algorithm are as follows:
Operator: including the logical operators $L$ set and comparison operators $\theta$ set. The algorithm only takes $\land$, $\lor$ in the set $L$ and $\%$, $\lt$, $\leq$, $\gt$, $\geq$, $=$, $\neq$ in the set $\theta$. $\%$ is containing elements.

Operands: Including tuple component (field name) or constant (column number).

For any relation table $R$ which contains $K$ elemental components, due to the combination and diversity and complexity required in the user-defined query, it brings complexity and uncertainty for $F$-functions. In order to meet user-defined query and user-defined relation table query, in software development and design process, we use the visualization window to show the structure of function $F$, selection mode is given to the user, and constructed in accordance with the user-defined needs. If the user-defined constructed function $F$ defined as $F_Z$, the design of user-defined query can be expressed as constructing user conditional function $F_Z$:

$$F_Z = (M_1\theta_1V_1)L_1(M_2\theta_2V_2)\ldots L_{i-1}(M_i\theta_iV_i)L_i\ldots$$

$$\sigma_{F_Z}(R) \equiv \{ t \mid t \in R \land F_Z(t) = \text{true} \}.$$

In it $M_i$ represents user-defined query components, $\theta_i$ is the relational operators freely chosen by user, $V_i$ represents the corresponding range of user-defined query component, $L_i$ is the logic operators freely chosen by user. To meet this requirement, user can constructs user-defined query function $F_Z$ according to the following steps:

1. Select the user-defined query components $M_i$;
2. Select the relational operator $\theta_i$;
3. Enter the user-defined query range $V_i$;
4. If you continue to construct user-defined query conditions, select the logical operator $L_i$, then return to 1, 2, 3 continue to construct it, otherwise construction complete.
5. Use relational expression $\sigma_{F_Z}(R) \equiv \{ t \mid t \in R \land F_Z(t) = \text{true} \}$ to do user-defined query.

3 The design of user-defined query algorithm

We use an example to show the above process, the example is from our completed financial network project, the user-defined query of multi-related table and displayed object include "network query condition" and "information displayed for choosing"; Constructing combinational conditional table of user conditional function $F_Z$ (including the "table", "field", "conditions", "input values" four options); Constructing three buttons of user function $F$ for controlling("+ (new)", ", (delete)", "query"). "select the information to display" window is used for users to select display items and display order, including table name, field names, operation, display field, display order five options, as shown in Figure 1.
The key to achieve user-defined query operation is:

① The design of combinational conditional table constructing user-conditional function \( F_Z \). Combinational conditional table contains “Table name”, “field”, “conditions”, “input values” four choice boxes. The three choice boxes, “table name”, “field”, “conditions” are selected by users. Input value into the box of “input values”, then we can completely determinate the comparison components \( (M_iθV_i) \) in formula (2).

② The design of “+ (new)” button constructing user-conditional function \( F_Z \). When users press the “new” button, it can add a hyphen \( L_i \) after compare-components \( (M_iθV_i) \). Users then enter the next component \( (M_{i+1}θV_{i+1}) \). After users press the "Query" button, it can achieve the user-defined search results according to the user’s condition selected in functions \( F_Z \), then select the options to display, and put its contents displayed on a separate page.

4 Implementation of user-defined query

In order to achieve the above algorithm in real projects, we have to first understand the role of the data dictionary and DWR throughout the project.

4.1 Create a data dictionary for providing selection criteria of multi-table multi-field queries

The data dictionary is a catalog that users can access records database and application source data. In this paper, the meaning of the data dictionary is a tool used in database design, used to describe the basic design of the table in the database, mainly includes English table name, Chinese table name, English name field, Chinese name field, field data types, field length, primary key, foreign key, if the drop-down menu, drop-down menu name, regular expression and other properties for describing table and contents to be checked. Among them, Chinese table name, Chinese field name is presented to the user to see, really participating in the SQL statement is the English table name, English field name, the field data types, field length and drop-down menus when reflecting on the page, they are used to validate the form(3). If a field is a date type, then the input box will pop up a calendar when you click on to let the users choose; If a field has a drop-down menu, then the input box becomes the focus when using AJAX technology automatically displays the contents of the drop-down menu.
Drop-down menu name will be associated with a menu table, this table is also a data dictionary table, including English menu name, Chinese menu name and so on.

4.2 DWR fetch data without refreshing the page from the background

DWR[4] is a Ajax[5] open-source framework of remote server for improving interaction between web page and Java class, it can allows the code in the browser uses the JAVA function running on the WEB server, just as it is in the browser.

Financial network management information system is based on J2EE architecture, using the open-source SSH2 framework, we write the business logic and database access factory on the WEB server, configure web.xml, struts.xml, applicationContext.xml and dwr.xml well, in the browser you don’t need to refresh to call JAVA method of server. Meanwhile we can write a lot of js code in the browser, making user-defined query and display of multiple associated table more flexible, more personalized, users can according to their needs choose any query condition, personalize user-defined display items and display order.

Using the above algorithm-based, and merge data dictionary and DWR technology, we finalize user-defined query function.

5 Conclusion

After the financial network management information system was successfully developed, through 2 years practical use, it works very well. For researching programming algorithm in the J2EE architecture, there are still many areas need to be explored, we hope to expand further in future research.
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